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Abstract

The effect of ion mass on pair production in the interaction of an ultraintense laser with overdense

plasmas has been explored by particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation. It is found that the heavier ion

mass excites the higher and broader electrostatic field, which is responsible for the enhancement

of backward photon number. The pair yields are also reinforced due to the increase of head-on

collision of backwards photon with incoming laser. By examining the density evolution and angle

distribution of each particle species the origin of pair yields enhancement has been clarified further.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The next generation of 10− 100 petawatt lasers facilities [1] are promised to be available

in a near future. For example, in 2016, three 1024W/cm2 lasers will be launched as a part of

the European Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) project [2–4]. These laser facilities will be

capable of probing the nonlinear quantum electrodynamics (QED) physics, such as the pair

production from vacuum as well the antimatter production in astrophysics environment like

the pulsars and black holes [5, 6]. These will not only provide a deep insight of fundamental

physics, but also motivate novel industrial application.

There are several different physical mechanisms to produce electron-positron pairs. With

the state of the art laser, one feasible plan of initiating pair cascades is to accelerate electrons

to tens of MeV or even GeV with laser beams, then impinge them to high-Z target material

[7]. Pairs could be generated through trident process (e− + Z → e−′ + e− + e+), or through

two step process [8–11] in which the first is the photon emission from bremsstrahlung(e +

Z → γ + e′ + Z) and then second is the pair production from Bethe-Heitler (BH) process

(γ + Z → Z + e− + e+). This type of pair cascades could be verified with moderate laser

intensities I ∼ 1022W/cm2, yet the positron yields are too low for application [12].

Another important mechanism draws researchers many interests is the spontaneous pair

creation from vacuum by laser beams, i.e. the Schwinger mechanism, in which the corre-

sponding threshold of electric field is Ecrit ≈ 1.3 × 1018V/m [13]. Since the conservation

of energy and momentum forbids pair production in plain wave, an alternative method of

standing wave by two colliding lasers could meet the requirement [14, 15] while the current

laser facilities are not yet available for such high intensity. Some studies indicate that the

pair yields are sensitive to sub-cycle information of applied laser field [16, 17].

Experimentally the pair production by laser beams has been realized in the Stanford

Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) facility in 1997 [18]. In this experiment, a bunch of

46.6GeV electrons collided with laser beams, and pairs were generated. The process could be

understood as follows: at first the high energy photons are generated by nonlinear Compton

scattering of laser photons with relativistic electrons and then subsequently the pairs can

be created by these high energy photons interacting with laser beams through the Breit-

Wheeler (BW) process [13, 19]. The difference for the pair production by BW from by BH

is that the electrostatic field of nucleus in BH is replaced by an ultrastrong laser field in BW
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[12]. Since the interaction process in BW way is too short, the pair production yields are

still very low.

Recently, a feasible plan of prolific pair production in laser plasmas interaction, also

called avalanche has been suggested by several groups [12, 19–21]. By avalanche, high

energy photons (hard photons) are emitted from synchrotron emission or nonlinear Compton

scattering of energetic electrons, and these photons can produce pairs through BW process

when they experience the ultrastrong electromagnetic field. The controlling parameters for

emission and pair production are η = (e~/m3c4)|Fµνp
ν | and χ = e~2/(2m3c4)|F µνkν| [8],

where −e and m is the charge and mass of electron respectively, ~ is the Plank constant,

c is the speed of light, Fµν is the electromagnetic tensor, pν and kν is the four-momentum

of electron and photon respectively. When η and χ approach unity, hard photon emission

and pair production are greatly enhanced [12]. Due to the high density of electrons in solid

target, very huge amount of photons could be generated within the laser axial zone. And

the acquired yields of positrons are large enough to be detected easily [21].

Many simulation researches have been performed on photon emission and pair production

in laser plasmas interaction [22–27]. And some effects, for example, the laser polarization and

beam configuration have been also studied to show their influences on the pair production

[28–31]. In particular the influence of ion mass on laser absorption and radiation are found

very important [33]. However, the effect of ion mass on pair production in laser− plasma

interaction is still lacking of study enough, to our knowledge. This leads us to make this

study in present work since we believe that the ion mass influence could be also important

in the pair production.

In this paper, we use the QED-PIC code EPOCH [32] to simulate the photon emission and

pair production in laser-plasma interaction. The laser plasmas interaction is simulated by

the normal PIC algorithm, and the nonlinear Compton scattering and BW pair production

are simulated by the Monte Carlo (MC) method [21]. Hard photons are treated as chargeless

point particles, and they are not influenced by the electromagnetic (EM) field before pair

conversion. The results show that plasmas with higher ion mass can sustain broader and

stronger electrostatic field, which will drive more electrons in the laser front oscillate back and

forth temporarily. This oscillation can make electrons moving anti-parallel to the incoming

laser, and increase the controlling parameter of emission χ, thus there will be more backwards

photons. In the same way, the resulting backwards motion photons acquire large η, and can
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FIG. 1: (color online). Simulation set up

convert into pairs with a great probability. Besides, we find that one-dimensional (1D) and

two-dimensional (2D) results are similar, only the relative yields are different for each case,

and we attribute this to the dimension effects.

II. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND RESULTS

In order to demonstrate the influence of ion mass, we have also chosen the plasma species

like in Ref [33]. Three kinds of plasmas with different ion species of charge +1 are examined,

i.e., hydrogen plasma with protons, tritium plasma with tritium ions and immobile ion

plasma with immobile ions.

A. Simulation set up

We have used linearly polarized laser with a during of 30fs, constant time profile and

Gaussian profile in y direction with the radius of spot size r = 1µm. The laser intensity is

I = 4 × 1023W/cm2, and wavelength is chosen as λ = 1µm. The electron and ion densities

are chosen as ne = np = 100nc in all simulation and distributed uniformly from 0 to 6µm in x
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direction, and −4µm to 4µm in y direction, see Fig. 1, where nc = meω
2/4πe2 is the plasma

critical density, ω is the laser frequency. In each direction, the simulation domain covers 8µm

and has been split into 800 cells, i.e. ∆x = ∆y = 0.01λ, such that the simulation is valid, i.e.

the plasma frequency ωpe∆x/c ≪ 2. Each cell has been filled with 120 macro-electrons and

13 macro-ions. The boundary conditions in each direction is set as outflow or open to reduce

the effects from reflected wave or particles. For the QED part, only photons with ǫγ > mec
2

are stored during simulation (photons with energy less than mec
2 are also emitted but are

not tracked, and the recoil effects on electrons are also calculated). Besides, to minimize

the computation and increase the accuracy, another group of 1 D simulations with same

parameters but with 2000 cells in x direction and 400 macro-electrons, 100 macro-ions per

cell are made. The 1D results are very similar to our rough 2D results, so we are not going

to explain the results from 1D in details.

B. γ radiation and pair production
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FIG. 2: (color online). Relative production numbers of hot electrons, γ and e
+, where symbols of

H (blue lines), T (red lines) and I (black lines) refer to three kind of plasmas situations with the

proton, the tritium and the immobile ion, respectively.
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FIG. 3: (color online). Net charge density (a) and longitudinal field (b) at 14fs. The colored lines

indicated by symbols H, T and I are the same as in Fig.2.

1. Electron heating

In Fig.2(a), we have shown the number evolution of energetic electrons, one can see that

electrons heating are different in three kind of cases. Obviously the electrons is heated quicker

in the case of lighter ion plasma compared to the heavier one. Theoretically owing to the

linearly polarization of the laser, electrons can be heated by the oscillate Lorentz force J×B.

Yet the differences of electrons heating in three cases are caused by different longitudinal

field, see Fig. 3. When ion mass is heavier, their relaxation to the electronic neutral is

slower, thus, a stronger and broader space charge separation field could be sustained. This

force is always anti-parallel to the ponderomotive force for electrons. This could be found

in Fig. 3(a) where plasma with heavier ion mass leaves positive net charge density behind

the laser front which builds a broader and stronger space field [33]. So in Fig.3(b), the

narrower and weaker field is formed in the proton plasma while the broader and stronger

field is formed in the immobile ion plasma.

2. γ emission influenced by ion mass

In Fig. 2(b), numbers of generated photons in different kinds of plasmas are plotted. The

difference of photon emission in three cases is even larger than the electron heating. The

emission processes initiate almost simultaneously for three kind of plasmas at 7fs when the
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laser begins to contact with the plasma, but the maximum points are different. Meanwhile,

the number of electrons with ǫe− > 2mec
2 and photons with ǫγ > 2mec

2 are also rising and

proportional to t. Note that in Refs. [28, 34–37], the numbers of photon and e+ are shown

to be an exponential function of time as Nγ ∝ eτt in the early interaction. However it is

not so in our case. The reason may be attributed to that the interaction zone is so small

that the particles with large transverse velocity can easily escape from the interaction zone

in short time. So the QED-cascade is hard to happen in these configurations, which leads

to finally almost a linear evolution of Nγ and Ne+ in our cases but not exponential one in

cases of previous works.

3. Pair production influenced by ion mass

Numbers of positrons generated by BW process are plotted in Fig. 2(c). The maximum

number of generated e+ in tritium plasma is doubled compared with the proton case, and

is even larger in the immobile ions case. In the 1D case, Ne+(T ) ≥ 4Ne+(H) is found, which

reminds us the importance of dimension effect. The maximum positron numbers are reached

at different time, for example, the time is later for the lighter ion mass. This verifies our

assumption that plasmas with heavier ions can generate much more pairs than that with

lighter ions when other conditions are the same.

C. Analysis

In Fig. 4, particle density evolution in the laser focal radius zone (1µm < y < 3µm)

along x direction has been shown. The velocity of electrons piled up layer is characterized

by the vhb, hole boring velocity. Here vhb of electron and ion layer could be measured from

the density slope in Fig. 4(a, e, i). However, the measured vhb does not coincide well with

the merit of βhb = (
√

ncme/nimia)/(1 +
√

ncme/nimi) [38–40]. This is due to two factors,

one is that in the linear polarized laser case, the ponderomotive force is no longer a constant

pushing but with an oscillation fp = −(e2/4meω
2)∇|Elaser|

2(1 − cos2ωt) [41]. The other

is that relativistic self-transparency suppresses the piston reflection and changes the hole

boring to transmission induced by relativistic transparency [42]. The 3rd column of Fig.

4 contains γ density evolution for each plasma case. One could see that after 30fs, with
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FIG. 4: (color online). Density evolution in x direction. The rows from the top to bottom

corresponds to three kinds of plasma situations with the proton, the tritium and the immobile ion,

respectively.

the increase of ion mass, more photons are generated near the plasma initial surface and

propagate in the backwards direction.

In Fig. 5, we have shown the phase space of electron and photon. In Fig. 5(a, c, e),

a ”train” of high energy electrons with spacing of δx = λL/2 are driven into plasma [38].

These electrons form layers and move back and forth when they are punched by the laser.

This could be attributed to the oscillatory ponderomotive force fp and longitudinal field

El, which is verified by the oscillation frequency 2ω. In the Ref.[43], this kind of emission

has been identified as re-injected electron synchrotron emission (RESE), i.e. emission of

the driven away electrons when they are reintroduced into laser axial zone. Take the force

subjected to electron layers as a function Fel(x, t) = fp − eEl, when Fel > 0, layers are

accelerated in the forward direction, and when Fel < 0, layers are gradually braked or even

being pulled back. In Fig. 3, the net charge density and longitudinal field infer that larger

ion mass could sustain larger and broader space charge field [33], thus drag more electrons

in this oscillation. The back and forth oscillation will prolong electrons’ path in strong EM
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FIG. 5: (color online). The phase distributions of electron (left column) and photon (right column)

at 14fs in the log scale.The rows from the top to bottom corresponds to three kinds of plasma

situations with the proton, the tritium and the immobile ion, respectively.

field, which will generate more photons per electron. Especially, more backwards photons

could be generated, which is verified in Fig. 6(b). With heavier ion mass, lager potion

of backward photons are generated [33], which will lead to copious high energy γ head-on

colliding with incoming laser. Therefore, more pair creation could be foreseen for heavier ion

plasmas. Besides, photon emissions are also tuned by this oscillation as shown in Fig. 4(c,

g, k). These density evolution forms lines and overlaps with electron density path in Fig.

4(a, e, i). Pair productions are enhanced and tuned in the same way as shown in the last

column of Fig. 4. By the way such tuning phenomenon is absence in the circular polarized

case since that in which fp is a constant.

III. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In conclusion, by utilizing the PIC + MC simulation, the effect of ion mass on pair pro-

duction in the interaction of an ultraintense laser with overdense plasmas has been clarified.

Firstly, high γ emission and pair production are greatly enhanced due to the increase of

ion mass. The reason is that with the increase of ion mass, the excited electrostatic field

is magnified. With larger excited field, more energetic electrons in the laser front can be

temporarily localized or even accelerated in the backwards direction. So larger portion of
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FIG. 6: (color online). Electron and photon angular distribution in relative counts at 14fs. The

colored lines indicated by symbols H, T and I are the same as in Fig.2.

electrons can collide with laser and generate backwards photons, which is most efficient for

pair production.

Besides, the oscillating of ponderomotive force in the linear polarization case are also

responsible for the tuning of emission and pair production. The driven back and forth

motion prolongs the electron dwelling in the laser front before being accelerated away. Thus,

photon emission and pair production are enhanced. Furthermore, the production of photons

and pairs are very notably synchronized with the oscillation of electron layer. These results

give very intuitive suggestions for pair production of laser with low Z plasmas.
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